
Used extensively on computer and

office furniture to eliminate the chaos of

office machine cords and computer

cables.

WIRE GROMMETS

PAPER GROMMETS

Rectangular:  Designed for an opening

of approximately 3-1/4" x 1-7/8", this

grommet features two different caps made

to fit both bushings (one for wood and one

for metal furniture). Cap #1, with a tex-

tured finish, has two separate half caps

that come together to form a round hole.

Cap #2 is a single piece with a smooth

finish and a rectangular opening. It has a

split body on one end to allow oversize

connector bodies and plugs to be inserted.

These all come in black, putty, walnut,

light gray and white.

Round:  The 2" system consists of a

grommet, cap and slot cover which fits a

2.000" hole and comes in a smooth finish.

It is available in black, putty, walnut, light

gray and white. In plated finishes, choose

from chrome, antique or bright brass.

The 3" system, with its unique

retractable self-storing slot cover, fits a

2.750" hole. In the closed position, the

slot cover presents a neat, flat profile. In

the open position, it provides a large

opening for easy access to either retrieve

the cover or remove the entire cap system

from the grommet. Available in black,

putty, walnut, light gray and white.

The 3-5/8" system is designed for 

applications with multiple or large leads,

connectors or plugs. It press-fits into a

3.250" hole. Available in black, beige, wal-

nut and light gray.

Low profile:  Made of high impact 

polystyrene, this grommet accommodates

computer paper up to 16" wide and fits

into a 1-5/8" x 16-5/8" slot. Its ultra thin lip

(.040") makes an ideal bushing to be

installed under any type of printer. There

is an optional divider bar that snaps easily

into place to allow for two-way paper flow.

Available in matte finish black, putty or

walnut.

Standard, impact-resistant:

Considered to be the industry standard,

this grommet accommodates computer

paper up to 17" wide. It fits into a 1.671" 

x 17.156" slot. Available in black, beige

and walnut.

These help eliminate paper jams and

keep computer paper feeding smoothly.
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